Abstract. The approximate inverse is a method to precompute inversion operators for linear and some special nonlinear problems, introduced in 4]. In this paper this technique is applied to derive inversion formulas for the parallel geometry in x-ray computerized tomography. The structure of reconstruction formulas is given, and for the case of nite number of data convolution lters are computed leading to methods of ltered backprojection type. The technique can be extended to treat other scanning geometries.
In the case of a nite number of data the computation of RR is not possible. We introduce a special approximation based on the singular value decomposition of the operator to nd a fast way to evaluate RR . In Section 2 the approximate inverse as introduced in 4] is presented. In the next section the invariance properties of the Radon transform are used to derive the structure of the inversion formulas. The case of nitely many data is treated in Section 4, and Section 5 is devoted to the special application of the Radon transform for nitely many data and the approximation of RR as mentioned above. Finally, the last section contains numerical examples.
Approximate Inverse
Let A : X ! Y be a linear, continuous operator between the Hilbert spaces X and Y .
An approximation of the solution of Af = g (1) is computed in the following way : instead of f we determine a molli ed version f applying a molli er e as f (x) = hf; e (x; )i = Z f(y)e (x; y)dy :
The basic idea is to approximate the molli er in the range of A . If A v (x) = e (x; )
is solvable we put f (x) = hf; e (x; )i = hf; A v (x)i = hAf; v (x)i = hg; v (x)i = S g(x) : If Eq. (2) is not solvable we minimize the defect by solving AA v (x) = Ae (x; ) : and de ne again S g(x) = hg; v (x)i :
Here we get the molli ed version of the minimum norm solution of the problem, see 4]. We call S the approximate inverse and v the reconstruction kernel. In this way reconstruction formulas for x-ray computer tomography can be derived, see e.g. 1], 7]. The storage needs for the reconstruction kernel is the number of data times the number of reconstruction points. If the problem under consideration has some invariance properties this number can be reduced dramatically as the following result from 4] shows. 
In the following this result is applied to the x-ray transform to determine the structure of reconstruction formulas.
Inversion Formulas for the Radon Transform
In this section we study for the sake of simplicity the parallel geometry in x-ray computerized tomography. For other geometries the same procedure is applicable, the derivations are more involved. which means that the storage needs for the new reconstruction kernel v is reduced to the number of data. Next we rotate the object. Let U be a unitary matrix and T U 1 be the rotation
. Now we chose e as a circular symmetric molli er which means that T U 1 e = e . Then the same result holds for the reconstruction kernel which is then independent of ! :
w ( (8) where w is the solution of RR w = Re. This means, that the method of the approximate inverse can be as e cient as these special algorithms if the structures and invariances of the problem are used.
Finitely Many Data
For all practical applications it is necessary to treat the case of nitely many data. Hence, in the following we consider For the application in tomography we start the design of the lter when a singular value decomposition for the continuous problem is known, as it is the case for several geometries in x { ray computerized tomography. Let X and Y be Hilbert spaces and T : X ! Y a linear compact operator with singular value decomposition fv n ; u n ; n g; i.e., Tv n = n u n and T u n = n v n where fv n g and fu n g are the orthonormal singular The computation of AA is, as seen in the preceding chapters, fundamental for applying both the direct algebraic method and the approximate inverse. The di culty arising in the computation of the adjoint operator becomes obvious in
hence A g is a distribution and so the evaluation of AA g breaks down because the product of two Delta distributions is not integrable. One possibility to circumvent this di culty is changing the mathematical problem as 
When evaluating this expression we face the same problem as mentioned in the beginning, namely the appearence of Delta distributions. As remedy we again use the truncation of the series and we de ne the matrix
Using the de nition of the u the matrix elements are
The sum over the exponentials is easily computable. If ' m = ' n then the sum is +1. The approximate inverse is then
Theorem 3. Let e be a circular symmetric molli er such that S g(x) = Z f(y)e( (x ? y))dy :
Then the approximate inverse is of discrete convolution backprojection form
where v is the solution Eq. (17) and T d is the above de ned discrete shift. This is the same form as the discrete ltered backprojection which guarantees the e cient evaluation of the inversion formula.
Numerical Examples
For testing the method we used the phantom designed by Shepp { Logan, 8] with a large and a small number of data. The parameter to be chosen are M, the largest degree of the polynomial used in the approximation of RR , the molli er e and the parameter . For M = 10; 000, = 0:004 and e (x) = (2 ) ?1 ?2 exp(?jxj 2 =(2 2 )) we produced the reconstruction kernel shown in Fig.1 . It has, of course, the same structure as standard reconstruction kernels. Notice that there is no oscillation in the reconstruction in contrast to the Ram-Lak lter, hence the cancellation e ects in the reconstruction is as small as possible. In this respect it has the same positive properties as the Shepp -Logan lter for example, see 7] . The next gures show the reconstructions on a 512 512 grid. Of course, in the case that the number of data goes to in nity, the reconstruction approaches the original function, which results in the high quality of the last picture.
